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Regenesis: Feeding the World Without Devouring
the Planet, George Monbiot, Penguin, 2022, 352 pp.

The Illusionist Brain
Reviewed by Dan Blustein6

Magicians have long understood how to exploit
cognitive shortcuts to create illusions.

although it is possible some of these issues
emerged in the translation from the book’s
original Spanish. Nevertheless, unless you
suffer from “amagia”—the inability to perceive and enjoy magical effects—you are sure
to find the authors’ exploration of magic and
cognitive science engaging and captivating.
The Illusionist Brain: The Neuroscience of Magic,
Jordi Camí and Luis M. Martínez, Princeton University
Press, 2022, 248 pp.

Bitch
Reviewed by Jessie Rack7

Did you know that all female mammals have
a clitoris? Or that there is no such thing as
a “maternal” instinct? Or that the only nonhuman animals known to go through menopause are the toothed whales, such as orcas?
In addition to containing salacious conversation starters, Lucy Cooke’s new book, Bitch:
On the Female of the Species, aims to confront
the male-focused assumptions that have long
gone unquestioned in evolutionary biology.
The book’s premise is that evolutionary
biology’s ideas about the female animal have
been shaped almost entirely by the cultural
framework of Victorian men who believed
that females of any species were demure,
peaceful, and monogamous by nature. This
understanding of femininity led to the stereotype of females as passive and coy, destined to be dominated by males.
To make her case, Cooke visits scientists
all over the world to learn the zoological
truths about how females of different species look, think, and behave. However, to call
Bitch a “feminist take” is too reductive and
ignores the magnitude of what Cooke is actually doing: convincingly demonstrating that
female animals are just as diverse and fascinating as males.
In compelling and often hilarious prose,
Cooke combines the humor and clarity of science writer Mary Roach with the scientific authority she has earned as a trained biologist as
she confronts the long history of androcentric
assumptions baked into evolutionary biology
and begins to set the record straight. Contrary
to the classical narrative, nature shows that female aggression abounds in murderous meerkats and cannibalistic spiders and that some
species, such as whiptail lizards, have no need
of males to reproduce. And what is sex or gender when female moles have both ovaries and
testes and some fish can change sex?
Time and again, Cooke reminds readers
that just because our evolutionary forebears
projected their understanding of sex roles
onto nature does not mean that is how nature operates. And as long as we are talking
about pseudopenises and sexual cannibalism, why not have a little fun?
But underneath the lighthearted zoological curiosities is another story: a history of
scientists, many of whom are female, whose
work has been ignored or rejected because
it challenged traditional views. Some have
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A rabbit out of a hat, the color-changing
handkerchief, or a disappearing Statue of
Liberty—these classical illusions inspire
awe and wonder as we witness the impossible right before our eyes. But to create a
convincing illusion, magicians must manipulate various cognitive processes to trick
our brains into perceiving something that
could not have happened under the known
scientific laws of the Universe. How is the
brain coaxed into believing the impossible?
And how can magic be used to help us study
neuroscience? The Illusionist Brain, a new
book by neuroscientists Jordi Camí and Luis
M. Martínez, addresses these questions.
Magicians manipulating attention, memory, perception, and decision-making demonstrated an understanding of complex cognitive processes well before these topics were
considered by scientists, leading the authors
to argue that magic should be used as a tool
to study brain processes. This inverts recent
research trends using neuroscience to study
magical phenomena and illusions.
The book begins by providing a broad, if
sometimes dry, sweep through a variety of
cognitive processes and how they connect
to magic. The neuroscientist reader can
skim these sections; but for the nonscientist, this background will be necessary for
understanding the book’s central premise,
although I fear the textbook-like presentation could lead to disengagement.
The authors then walk the reader through
magic tricks, often presented as online videos accessed through QR code links, making connections to the cognitive processes
that are happening in real time. I found the
video of a marked card magically moving
from pocket to hand and back again particularly engaging and enjoyed the text popups highlighting the attention-modulating
techniques used at each step. The need to
access external videos and images using QR
codes does break the flow of reading a bit
and could be a technical barrier for some,

but these elements should not be skipped.
Of particular scientific interest is the book’s
discussion of how evolutionarily adaptive
processes can be leveraged to create the illusion of the impossible. The authors describe,
for example, how our ability to notice sensory
changes in a scene is important for identifying environmental threats and how magicians
must therefore be mindful to minimize the
contrast between natural actions and actions
that lead to an illusion. Additionally, we learn
that the shortcuts our brains use to allow us
to predict the outcomes of actions, such as
where a ball will land, are necessary to overcome neural transmission delays but can be
exploited by a magician.
At times, the book’s writing can be a bit
uneven, with similes that miss the mark
and figure explanations that lack clarity,
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book makes the case for transforming our
broken farming system into one that more
resembles the diversity of nature.

